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Abstract
The program relative to the investigation of quantum Markov states for general one-
dimensional spin models is carried on, following a strategy developed in the last years. In such
a way, the emerging structure is fully clariﬁed. This analysis is a starting point for the solution
of the basic (still open) problem concerning the construction of a satisfactory theory of
quantum Markov ﬁelds, i.e. quantum Markov processes with multi-dimensional indices.
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1. Introduction
One of the basic open problems in quantum probability is the construction of a
theory of quantum Markov ﬁelds, that is quantum Markov processes with a
(possibly) multi-dimensional index set. This program concerns the generalization of
the theory of classical Markov ﬁelds (see e.g. [12,13]) to the non-commutative
setting, naturally arising in quantum statistical mechanics and quantum ﬁeld theory.
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We like to mention some relevant applications of the classical theory to classical
statistical mechanics [14,18], and constructive quantum ﬁeld theory [17]. On the
other hand, the original deﬁnition of quantum Markov chains [1], which is the study
of the quantum Markov property for the one-side forward spin chain, was strongly
dependent on the totally ordered structure of the index set, as in the classical case.
However, the investigation of classes of states on the spin chain subjected to Ising-
type Hamiltonians (i.e. a class of Hamiltonians relative to nearest neighbor
interactions), was vastly developed in the last decades. Concerning this point, the
reader is referred to [7,11,15,19] and the literature cited therein.
The approach followed in [5] was rather different. Namely, classes of states of
physical interest on the spin chain were studied through the Markov property.
Among other results, it was pointed out that there is an intrinsic characterization of
the Markov property in terms of the local modular groups of the state under
consideration. In such a way, one obtains a nice connection with classes of local
Hamiltonians satisfying certain commutation relations.
All the matter was reconsidered in [6] where further progress were obtained. In
particular, relatively to the homogeneous one-side forward spin chain, starting from
a Markov state j; a classical Markov process on a standard probability space ðO; mÞ
(more precisely a usual Markov chain), together with a ﬁeld fjogoAO of
‘‘elementary’’ Markov states are recovered. The pair ððO; mÞ; fjogoAOÞ describes j
at level of ﬁnite-dimensional distributions. Moreover, further connections with local
Hamiltonians were pointed out.
In the present paper, we deal with the most general one-dimensional case. Namely,
our framework is the study of the class of Markov states on the quasi-local algebra A
naturally associated to the non-homogeneous one-side backward or forward or two-
side spin chain (see below for the deﬁnitions).1 Following the strategy developed in
[5,6], we show that, even in our general situation, one can recover for a Markov state
j; a non-homogeneous (classical) Markov chain described by the law m on the space
O of all trajectories, together with a measurable ﬁeld fjogoAO of states on the quasi-
local algebra A: The states jo are canonically recovered by states co on suitable C
-
inductive limits Bo; which are Markov states w.r.t. sequences of (Umegaki)
conditional expectations whose ranges are all von Neumann factors. The pair
ððO; mÞ; fjogoAOÞ uniquely determines the Markov state j under consideration.
Namely, as a ﬁrst result we obtain (Section 3) a disintegration
j ¼
Z
O
jomðdoÞ
of the Markov state j into elementary Markov states fjog in the sense explained
above. Further (Section 4), we prove a reconstruction theorem for Markov states on
(non-homogeneous) spin chains.
1 In order to extend the theory of Markov processes to situations with multi-dimensional indices, the
non-homogeneous cases should be necessarily taken into account as the ‘‘interacting degrees of freedom’’
localized in a ﬁnite volume, increase with the volume, see below.
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Another result of interest is the following (Section 5): the connection with one-
dimensional models of statistical mechanics is fully clariﬁed. Namely, the Markov
property for a locally faithful state j; is characterized by the existence of a very
explicit Ising-type Hamiltonian (canonically associated to j) which generates on the
quasi-local algebra A; a one-parameter group of automorphisms admitting j as a
KMS-state.
All the mentioned characterizations of the Markov property for the state j; are
again equivalent to the Markov property deﬁned only by properties of generalized
conditional expectations deﬁned in [3], which are in our situation, canonical objects
intrinsically associated to the local structure of the quasi-local algebra A; and the
state j under consideration. Then we obtain a complete description of the deep
connection between the Markov property deﬁned by (Umegaki) transition
expectations, the same property stated in terms of generalized conditional
expectations, and ﬁnally one-dimensional models of statistical mechanics with a
suitable class of nearest neighbor interaction Hamiltonians.
In such a way, the structure emerging from the Markov property is fully
understood, at least for any one-dimensional model.
As these intrinsic characterizations do not deeply depend on the total order of the
involved index set, we have some hope that the theory, or at least the essential part of
it, could be extended to the multi-dimensional case, which was the original
motivation for this work.
We consider a quasi-local algebra A obtained in the following way. For each j in
an index set I ; a ﬁnite-dimensional C-algebra Mj is assigned and, for each ﬁnite
subset LCI ; we deﬁne
AL :¼ #
jAL
Mj :
The local algebra A is the C-inductive limit associated to the directed system
fALgLAI with the natural embeddings
i
L;bL :ALAAL-AL#IbL\LAAbL; LCbL:
In this situation, we write
A :¼#
jAI
Mj;
where the inﬁnite tensor product is deﬁned w.r.t. the unique C-cross norm. We
often denote by iL :AL/A the canonical injection of AL into A and refer to
[9,10,24] for further details.
By a (Umegaki) conditional expectation E :A/BCA we mean a norm-one
projection of the C-algebra A onto a C-subalgebra (with the same identity I) B:
The map E is automatically a completely positive identity-preserving B-bimodule
map, see [20, Section 9]. When A is a matrix algebra, the structure of a conditional
expectation is well-known, see [6], Lemma 3 (see also [16, Proposition 5] for more
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general cases when the center of the range of E is inﬁnite-dimensional and atomic).
Namely, suppose that A is a full matrix algebra and consider the (ﬁnite) set fPig of
minimal central projections of the range B of E; we have
EðxÞ ¼
X
i
EðPixPiÞPi:
Then E is uniquely determined by its values on the reduced algebras
APi :¼ PiAPi ¼ Ni#Ni;
where NiBBPi :¼ BPi and NiBB0Pi :¼ B0Pi:2 In fact, there exist states fi on Ni such
that
EðPiða#aÞPiÞ ¼ fiðaÞPiða#IÞPi: ð1:1Þ
For the general theory of operator algebras the reader can consult [10,20,22].
2. Non-homogeneous Markov states: general properties
A necessary step for the construction of quantum Markov states on multi-
dimensional lattices (Markov ﬁelds), is to extend the strategy developed in [5,6].
The main example we have in mind is the following. We consider the standard
lattice Zd in the d-dimensional space Rd ; together with a quasi-local algebra of
observables deﬁned as the inﬁnite C-tensor product A ¼#xAZd M with M a ﬁxed
full matrix algebra. Suppose further that an increasing sequence fRkg of bounded
regions exhausting Zd is kept ﬁxed, and consider for k4l þ 1; the local subalgebra
given by
Ak;l :¼ #
xARk\R˚l
M;
where R˚k ¼ fxARk : distðx; RckÞ41g:3
If such a picture is the framework for our analysis, we can point out two
procedures of conditioning.
The ﬁrst one is in connection with a ﬁxed sequence fFk;lg of conditional
expectations from the outside or future to the inside or past
Fk;l :Ak;l/Ak	1;l
satisfying
Ak	2;lCRðFk;lÞ;
where RðFk;lÞ denotes the range of Fk;l :
2The commutant B0 is considered in the ambient algebra A:
3We denote, as usual, by Rc the complement of the set R:
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Such a situation corresponds in the terminology of [6], to the localization
Ao ¼ Ak	2;l ; Ai ¼ ARk\Rk	1 and Ab ¼ ARk	1\Rk	2 :
The second one is given by considering a ﬁxed sequence fEk;lg of conditional
expectations from the inside to the outside
Ek;l :Ak;l/Ak;lþ1
satisfying
Ak;lþ2CRðEk;lÞ:
Such a situation corresponds in the terminology of [6], to the localization
Ao ¼ Ak;lþ2; Ai ¼ AR˚lþ1\R˚l and Ab ¼ AR˚lþ2\R˚lþ1 :
Summarizing, in both situations we obtain a chain fMjgjAI of ﬁnite-dimensional
factors given by Mj :¼ ARj\Rj	1 or Mj :¼ AR˚	jþ1\R˚	j ; respectively.
4
Taking into account the last examples, we start by considering a totally ordered
countable discrete set I containing, possibly a smallest element j	 and/or a greatest
element jþ: Namely, if I contains neither j	; nor jþ; then IBZ: If just jþAI ; then
IBZ	; whereas if only j	AI ; then IBZþ: Finally, if both j	 and jþ belong to I ; then
I is a ﬁnite set and the analysis becomes easier. If I is order-isomorphic to Z; Z	 or
Zþ; we put symbolically j	 and/or jþ equal to 	N and/or þN; respectively. In such
a way, the objects with indices j	 and jþ will be missing in the computations.
We consider the quasi-local algebra A obtained when full matrix algebras with
possibly different dimensions
Mj :¼Mdj ðCÞ
describe the observables relative to jAI : If LCI is ﬁnite, AL has an obvious meaning
whereas, for arbitrary L; the algebra AL will be the C-inductive limit of the algebras
associated with all ﬁnite subsets of L: We always write
AL ¼ #
jAL
Mj
as this causes no confusion.
For every kplpj; let fEk;jg be a sequence of conditional expectations deﬁned on
the algebras fALk;jþ1g (where Lk;j :¼ ½k; j), and satisfying
Ek;jðALk;jþ1ÞCALk;j ;
Ek;jJALk;j	1 ¼ id;
Ek;jJALl;j ¼ El;j: ð2:1Þ
4 In the last case we are using the reverse order, that is IBZ	; the negative integers. This choice is a pure
matter of convenience, see below.
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Deﬁnition 2.1. A state j on the quasi-local algebra A is said to be a Markov state
w.r.t. a sequence fEk;jg of conditional expectations satisfying conditions (2.1), if the
restrictions of j to ALk;j are invariant under the Ek;j:
jJALk;j 3Ek;j ¼ jJALk;jþ1 :
By restriction of fEk;lg; we recover a sequence fEjgj	pjojþ of transition
expectations
Ej : Mj#Mjþ1/Mj
deﬁned by the identity
Ek;jðAk#?#Aj	1#Aj#Ajþ1Þ ¼ Ak#?#Aj	1#EjðAj#Ajþ1Þ:
It is immediate to check that the sequence fEk;jg of conditional expectations is
uniquely determined by the sequence fEjg of transition expectations and vice versa.
Therefore, in the sequel we will often use exchangeably the symbols Ek;j or E
j:
The situation described above can be ﬁtted into the framework of [2]. Namely, we
can start with a totally ordered set fajgj	pjojþ where the ‘‘bounded set’’ aj is given by
aj :¼ Lj;jþ with ‘‘boundary’’ @aj :¼ Lj;j: Suppose further we have a sequence of
transition expectations fEjgj	pjojþ satisfying for each j	ojojþ;
Ej	1ðA#BÞ ¼ Ej	1ðA#EjðB#IÞÞ: ð2:2Þ
It can be shown (see (4.1)) that, if j is a locally faithful Markov state w.r.t. the
sequence of transition expectations fEjg; then fEjg must satisfy (2.2).
Identifying ADALj	 ;j	1#ALj;jþ and considering generators A#B with AAALj	 ;j	1
and B :¼ Bj#?#Bl	1#Bl any localized element of ALj;jþ ; we deﬁne
Ea0
j
ðA#BÞ :¼ A#EjðBj#?#El	1ðBl	1#BlÞ?Þ:
Because of condition (2.2), the Ea0 can be extended to conditional expectations
(which we continue to call Ea0) on all of A: Such extensions satisfy the projectivity
condition
Ea0
k
Ea0
j
¼ Ea0
k
if kpj; and the Markov property
Ea0
k
ðAakÞCA@ak :
The above analysis suggests how one can prove the existence of non-trivial
examples of Markov states on one-dimensional chains. Namely, suppose we have a
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sequence fFjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations and deﬁne
EjðA#BÞ :¼FjðA#Fjþ1ðB#IÞÞ:
Then it is easy to verify that the new sequence fEjgj	pjojþ is made of conditional
expectations and satisﬁes (2.2). Hence, taking into account the above considerations,
we can conclude that the set of Markov states w.r.t. fEjg is non-void by a simple
application of Theorem 1.1 of [2].
The following result is essentially contained in [6]. We include its proof for
completeness.
Proposition 2.2. Let j be a state on the quasi-local algebra A:
Then j is a Markov state w.r.t. the sequence fEjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations if
and only if
jðik;lðAÞÞ ¼ jðik;kðEkðAk#?#El	1ðAl	1#AlÞ?ÞÞÞ ð2:3Þ
for every k; lAI with kol; and A :¼ Ak#?#Al	1#Al any linear generator of ALk;l :
Proof. Suppose that j is a Markov state w.r.t. the sequence fEjgj	pjojþ of transition
expectations, and AAALk;l is as above. Then the Markov property leads to
jðik;lðAÞÞ  jLk;l ðAÞ ¼ jLk;l	1ðAk#?#El	1ðAl	1#AlÞÞ:
Then (2.3) follows by a repeated application of the Markov property.
Conversely, suppose that j satisﬁes the chain of conditions (2.3) and ﬁx a
generator A :¼ Ak#?#Al	1#Al of ALk;l : Then, by (2.3) we get
jLk;l ðAÞ  jðik;lðAÞÞ ¼ jðik;kðEkðAk#?#El	1ðAl	1#AlÞ?ÞÞÞ:
But, again by (2.3),
jðik;kðEkðAk#?#El	1ðAl	1#AlÞ?ÞÞÞ
¼ jLk;l	1ðAk#?#Al	1Þ ¼ jLk;l	1ðEk;lðAÞÞ;
where Al	1 ¼ El	1ðAl	1#AlÞ and Ak#?#Al	1 is precisely Ek;lðAÞ:
We have just proved that
jLk;l ðAÞ ¼ jLk;l	1ðEk;lðAÞÞ;
which is the Markov property for j; as the A as above linearly generate all of ALk;l ;
and kol is arbitrary. &
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3. Disintegration of Markov states
In this section we study the structure of Markov states. As ﬁnal result, we obtain a
disintegration of a Markov state into ‘‘elementary Markov states’’ in a sense we are
going to explain.
We start by considering a Markov state j on the quasi-local algebra A w.r.t. the
sequence fEjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations. As the structure of such expectations
is well-known, we consider the center Zj of the range RðEjÞ of Ej ; together with the
generating family fPjojgojAOj of atomic projections, which in the ﬁnite-dimensional
case is in one-to-one correspondence with its spectrum Oj: We set
Bj :¼ "
ojAOj
Pjoj M
jPjoj
and deﬁne
B :¼ #
j	pjojþ
Bj
 
#Mjþ :
Then we obtain in a canonical way, a conditional expectation
E :A/B
deﬁned to be the (inﬁnite) tensor product of the following conditional expectations:
aAMj/
X
ojAOj
Pjoj aP
j
oj ð3:1Þ
together with the identity map on Mjþ : The projections Pjoj generate also the center
of Bj; which in such a way coincides with Zj  ZðRðEjÞÞ: Furthermore, the reduced
algebra
M
j
P
j
oj
 Pjoj MjPjoj
can be written as
M
j
P
j
oj
¼ Njoj#N
j
oj ð3:2Þ
with Njoj and N
j
oj all ﬁnite-dimensional factors. Again, the states f
j
oj on N
j
oj#M
jþ1
are uniquely recovered by the transition expectation Ej according to Formula (1.1).
Following [6], we can recover
(a) a classical Markov process on the compact space
O :¼
Y
j	pjojþ
Oj 
Y
j	pjojþ
specðZðRðEjÞÞÞ ð3:3Þ
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whose law m is uniquely determined by the initial distribution and transition
probabilities given, respectively, by
pj	oj	 :¼ jðiLj	 ;j	 ðP
j	
oj	
ÞÞ;
pjoj ;ojþ1 :¼ fjoj ðI#Pjþ1ojþ1Þ; ð3:4Þ
see [25, Theorem 7.2].
As we are dealing with the measure space ðO; mÞ obtained as the projective limit of
compatible measure spaces fðOL; mLÞgLCI ; we denote by qL :O/OL the canonical
projection of O onto OL: For details relative to measure on inﬁnite-dimensional
spaces, the reader can consult [25] and the literature cited therein.
Let O0CO be the set consisting of those oAO such that all p
j
qLj;j ðoÞ together with
pj
qLj;j ðoÞ;qLjþ1;jþ1 ðoÞ
are non-vanishing. It is straightforward to verify that O0 is a
measurable set of full m-measure.
Consider, for each oAO; the (inﬁnite) tensor product Bo given by
Bo :¼ #
j	pjojþ
M
j
P
j
oj
 
#Mjþ
Nj	oj	# #j	pjojþ	1
ðNjoj#Njþ1ojþ1Þ
 
#ðNjþ	1ojþ	1#M
jþÞ: ð3:5Þ
We remark that, in non-trivial cases (i.e. when I is inﬁnite), Bo cannot be viewed
in a canonical way as a subalgebra of A [24]. However, a completely positive
identity-preserving map Eo :A/Bo is uniquely deﬁned as the (inﬁnite) tensor
product of the maps
aAMj/Pj
qLj;j ðoÞaP
j
qLj;j ðoÞ; ð3:6Þ
together with the identity map on Mjþ : We have trivially
Eo3E ¼ Eo; ð3:7Þ
where E is obtained by the (inﬁnite) tensor product of the maps given in (3.1).
Denoting (with an abuse of notation) by oj the canonical projection qLj;j ðoÞ of o
in Oj; we further recover for oAO0:
(b) The state co on Bo given by
co :¼ Zj	qLj	 ;j	 ðoÞ# #j	pjojþ	1
Zj
qLj;j ðoÞ;qLjþ1;jþ1 ðoÞ
 
#Zjþ	1
qLjþ	1;jþ	1 ðoÞ
ð3:8Þ
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determined by the initial distribution, which is the state on Nj	oj	 given by
Zj	oj	 ðaÞ :¼
jðiLj	 ;j	 ðPj	oj	 ða#IÞPj	oj	 ÞÞ
pj	oj	
; ð3:9Þ
by the states Zjoj ;ojþ1 on N
j
oj#N
jþ1
ojþ1 ; given by
Zjoj ;ojþ1ða#bÞ :¼
fjoj ða#Pjþ1ojþ1ðb#IÞPjþ1ojþ1Þ
pjoj ;ojþ1
; ð3:10Þ
and by the ﬁnal distribution which is the state on N
jþ	1
ojþ	1
#Mjþ given by
Zjþ	1ojþ	1ða#BÞ :¼ f
jþ	1
ojþ	1
ða#BÞ: ð3:11Þ
Finally, we recover
(c) A sequence fEjogj	pjojþ of conditional expectations
Ejo : M
j
P
j
oj
#Mjþ1
P
jþ1
ojþ1
/Mj
P
j
oj
;
Ejþ	1o :M
jþ	1
P
jþ	1
ojþ	1
#Mjþ/Mjþ	1
P
jþ	1
ojþ	1
given by
Ejoðða#aÞ#ðb#bÞÞ ¼ Zjoj ;ojþ1ða#bÞZjþ1ojþ1;ojþ2ðb#IÞa#I ;
Ejþ	1o ðða#aÞ#BÞ ¼ Zjþ	1ojþ	1ða#BÞa#I : ð3:12Þ
The proof of the following proposition follows by an elementary application of
Proposition 2.2 and is left to the reader.
Proposition 3.1. The state co satisfies the Markov property w.r.t. the sequence of
transition expectations fEjogj	pjojþ given by (3.12).
Finally, we note that the map
oAO0/co3EoASðAÞ
is sðA;AÞ-measurable.
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We are ready to prove the announced result concerning the disintegration of a
Markov state into elementary Markov states which are minimal in the sense that the
ranges of the associated transition expectations factorize as in (3.2), that is they have
a trivial center.
Theorem 3.2. Let j be a Markov state on the quasi-local algebra A w.r.t. the sequence
fEjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations.
Define the set O by (3.3); the probability measure m on O; by (3.4); the quasi-local
algebra Bo by (3.5), the map Eo by projections (3.6); the state co on Bo by (3.8).
Then j admits a disintegration
j ¼
Z
O
jomðdoÞ;
where oAO/joASðAÞ is a sðA;AÞ-measurable map satisfying, for m-almost all
oAO;
jo ¼ co3Eo:
Proof. If the state j satisﬁes the Markov property w.r.t. fEjgj	pjojþ ; we can ﬁnd a
non-homogeneous Markov process on O with law m as above. Consider the abelian
C-subalgebra Z of B given by
Z :¼ #
j	pjojþ
Zj
 
#I ;
together with the GNS representation p of B relative to jJB: Then
pðZÞ00CpðBÞ0-pðBÞ00: As pðZÞ00BLNðO; mÞ (see [22,25, Section III.2, Theorem
7.2]), we have for p the direct-integral disintegration
p ¼
Z "
O
pomðdoÞ;
where o/po is a weakly measurable ﬁeld of representations of B; see [22, Theorem
IV.8.25].
Further, by mimicking the proof of Proposition IV.8.34 of [22], we ﬁnd a
measurable ﬁeld o/xo of unit vectors such that, for each aAB; we get
jðaÞ ¼
Z
O
/poðaÞxo; xoSmðdoÞ:
As j is a Markov state, it is invariant w.r.t. E: Then
j ¼
Z
O
jomðdoÞ
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for the sðA;AÞ-measurable ﬁeld jo deﬁned as
jo :¼ /poðEðÞÞxo; xoS:
Let now AAALk;l be given by
A ¼ Pkokðaok#aokÞPkok#?#Plol ðaol#aol ÞPlol ; ð3:13Þ
and consider
Z ¼ Pkbok#?#Plbol :
Then, taking into account that pðiLk;l ðZÞÞ belongs to the diagonal algebra, we
obtain
jðiLk;l ðAZÞÞ ¼
Z
O
zðoÞjoðiLk;l ðAÞÞmðdoÞ;
where
zðoÞ ¼ d
ok ;bok?dol ;bol
is the function on O representing the operator pðiLk;l ðZÞÞ:
Now jðiLk;l ðAZÞÞ can be also computed by the Markov property obtaining
jðiLk;l ðAZÞÞ ¼
X
ok	1;olþ1
pk	1ok	1p
k	1
ok	1;ok?p
l
ol ;olþ1
 d
ok ;bok?dol ;bolZk	1ok	1;okðI#aokÞ?Zlol ;olþ1ðaol#IÞ

Z
O
zðoÞcoðEoðiLk;l ðAÞÞÞmðdoÞ:
If the localization of A contains j	; jþ 	 1 or jþ; it is easy to show by analogous
computations, that the last result holds as well.
Namely, bearing in mind (3.7), we have just shown thatZ
O
zðoÞjoðaÞmðdoÞ ¼
Z
O
zðoÞcoðEoðaÞÞmðdoÞ
for each ﬁxed localized operator aAA and each function zACðOÞ depending only on
ﬁnitely many variables. As such functions are dense in CðOÞ; we conclude by the
uniqueness of the Radon–Nikodym derivative, that for each localized element aAA;
there exists a measurable set OaCO0 of full m-measure such that, when oAOa; we
have,
joðaÞ ¼ coðEoðaÞÞ: ð3:14Þ
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By considering linear combinations with rational coefﬁcients, we can select a
measurable set FCO0 of full m-measure and a dense subset A0CA of localized
operators such that (3.14) continues to be true on F ; for each element of A0:
Consider now a sequence anAA0 converging to aAA: If oAF we obtain
joðaÞ ¼ lim
n
joðanÞ ¼ lim
n
coðEoðanÞÞ ¼ coðEoðaÞÞ;
that is (3.14) holds on FCO0 for each aAA: &
We have just proved that the Markov state j under consideration admits the
disintegration
jðaÞ ¼
Z
O0
coðEoðaÞÞmðdoÞ ð3:15Þ
by ‘‘elementary’’ Markov states co; where O0 is the measurable set of full m-measure
on which co3Eo is well-deﬁned.
Corollary 3.3. Let
j ¼
Z
O
jomðdoÞ
be the disintegration of a Markov state j as in Theorem 3.2.
Then jo is a factor state for m-almost all oAO:
Proof. It is enough to show that co3Eo is a factor state for all oAO0:
As co is an inﬁnite product state on Bo w.r.t the factorization pointed out in (3.5),
the double commutant pcoðBoÞ00 of the GNS representation of co gives rise to an
Araki–Woods factor, see [20, Section A.17]. The proof easily follows from
[10, Theorem 2.6.10], by noticing that, if A; BAA are localized in separated regions
of I ; then
EoðABÞ ¼ EoðAÞEoðBÞ: &
Note that the type of the factor pcoðBoÞ00 is determined by the eigenvalue list
associated to the states given in (3.9)–(3.11); see [20, Section A.17].
4. A reconstruction theorem
In this section, we analyze the possibility to obtain the converse of the
disintegration result contained in the previous section.
The following theorem can be also regarded as a reconstruction result for the class
of non-commutative Markov processes treated in the sequel.
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Consider, for j	pjojþ; a sequence Zj of commutative subalgebras of Mj with
spectra Oj and generators fPjojgojAOj ; a Markov process on the product space
O :¼ Qj	pjojþ Oj with law m determined, for ojAOj; ojþ1AOjþ1; by all marginal
distributions pjoj ; and all transition probabilities p
j
oj ;ojþ1 :
For ojAOj such that pjoj40; ﬁx a splitting M
j
P
j
oj
¼ Njoj#N
j
oj as (3.2) by ﬁnite-
dimensional factors.
For oj	AOj	 such that p
j	
oj	
40; choose a initial distribution Zj	oj	 on N
j	
oj	
:
For each pair ðoj;ojþ1ÞAOj  Ojþ1 such that pjoj ;ojþ140; consider a state Zjoj ;ojþ1
on N
j
oj#N
jþ1
ojþ1 :
For ojþ	1AOjþ	1 such that p
jþ	1
ojþ	1
40; consider a ﬁnal distribution Zjþ	1ojþ	1 on
Njþ	1ojþ	1#M
jþ :
Then there exists a measurable set O0 of full m-measure such that, for each oAO0;
the state co in (3.8) is a well-deﬁned Markov state on the quasi-local algebra Bo
given in (3.5).
Finally, deﬁne Eo :A/Bo by (3.6), together with the sðA;AÞ-measurable
map
oAO0/co3Eo ¼: joASðAÞ:
Theorem 4.1. In the above situation, the state j on A given by
j :¼
Z
O0
jomðdoÞ
is a Markov state w.r.t. any sequence fEjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations with
ZðRðEjÞÞ ¼ Zj; determined according to (1.1) by states fjoj satisfying, for each
j	pjojþ and ojAOj;
pjojf
j
oj ða#Pjþ1ojþ1ðb#bÞPjþ1ojþ1Þ
¼
X
ojþ2
pjojp
j
oj ;ojþ1p
jþ1
ojþ1;ojþ2Z
j
oj ;ojþ1ða#bÞZjþ1ojþ1;ojþ2ðb#IÞ;
pjþ	2ojþ	2f
jþ	2
ojþ	2
ða#Pjþ	1ojþ	1ðb#bÞP
jþ	1
ojþ	1
Þ
¼ pjþ	2ojþ	2p
jþ	2
ojþ	2;ojþ	1
Zjþ	2ojþ	2;ojþ	1ða#bÞZ
jþ	1
ojþ	1
ðb#IÞ;
pjþ	1ojþ	1f
jþ	1
ojþ	1
ða#BÞ
¼ pjþ	1ojþ	1Z
jþ	1
ojþ	1
ða#BÞ: ð4:1Þ
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Proof. The state co is well-deﬁned on the measurable set O0 of full m-measure
consisting of sequences o such that all the pj
qLj;j ðoÞ; and p
j
qLj;j ðoÞ;qLjþ1;jþ1 ðoÞ
are non-
vanishing. Moreover, co is a Markov state on Bo w.r.t. the sequence fEjogj	pjojþ of
transition expectations
Ejo : M
j
P
j
oj
#Mjþ1
P
jþ1
ojþ1
/Mj
P
j
oj
;
Ejþ	1o : M
jþ	1
P
jþ	1
ojþ	1
#Mjþ/Mjþ	1
P
jþ	1
ojþ	1
given by (3.12), see Proposition 3.1. Further, as we have pointed out above, the map
oAO0/co3EoASðAÞ
is sðA;AÞ-measurable.
Next, by Proposition 2.2, it is enough to show that, for each elementary tensor
A ¼ Ak#?#Al localized in ALk;l ;
jðik;lðAÞÞ ¼ jðik;kðBÞÞ; ð4:2Þ
where B is given by
B :¼ EkðAk#?#El	1ðAl	1#AlÞ?Þ:
To simplify, we suppose also that Lk;l does not contain j	 or jþ 	 1; otherwise the
result can be obtained by quite similar computations left to the reader. Further-
more, we can choose A as in (3.13), restricting ourselves to the case when
ðok;y;olÞAqLk;l ðO0Þ; otherwise (4.2) is trivially satisﬁed. In such a situation we get,
for oAO0;
joðik;lðAÞÞ ¼ dqLk;k ðoÞ;ok?dqLl;l ðoÞ;ol
 Zk	1qLk	1;k	1 ðoÞ;okðI#aokÞ?Z
l
ol ;qLlþ1;lþ1 ðoÞðaol#IÞ:
Then
jðiLk;l ðAÞÞ ¼
Z
O0
joðiLk;l ðAÞÞmðdoÞ
¼
X
ok	1;olþ1
pk	1ok	1p
k	1
ok	1;ok?p
l
ol ;olþ1Z
k	1
ok	1;okðI#aokÞ?Zlol ;olþ1ðaol#IÞ:
Conversely, we have for B
B ¼ GPkokðaok#IÞPkok ;
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where G is the number given by
G ¼fkokðaok#Pkþ1okþ1ðaokþ1#IÞPkþ1okþ1Þ
? fl	2ol	2ðaol	2#Pl	1ol	1ðaol	1#IÞPl	1ol	1Þfl	1ol	1ðaol	1#Plol ðaol#aol ÞPlol Þ:
Next, we get by (4.1),
G ¼
X
olþ1
pkok ;okþ1?p
l
ol ;olþ1
 Zkok ;okþ1ðaok#aokþ1Þ?Zlol ;olþ1ðaol#IÞ:
Finally, collecting the last calculations, we obtain
jðiLk;kðBÞÞ ¼
Z
O0
joðiLk;kðBÞÞmðdoÞ
¼
X
ok	1
pk	1ok	1p
k	1
ok	1;okGZ
k	1
ok	1;okðI#aokÞ
¼
X
ok	1;olþ1
pk	1ok	1p
k	1
ok	1;ok?p
l
ol ;olþ1
 Zk	1ok	1;okðI#aokÞ?Zlol ;olþ1ðaol#IÞ
jðiLk;l ðAÞÞ:
Taking into account the deﬁnition of E :A/B; the assertion follows as such A
linearly generate all of EðALk;l Þ: &
5. Connection with statistical mechanics
In this section, we investigate links between Markov states and Ising potentials on
chains. We have also a natural connection with the deﬁnition of the Markov
property in terms of quasi-conditional expectations.
Suppose we have a locally faithful state on the quasi-local algebra A; then a
potential hL is canonically deﬁned for each ﬁnite subset L of the index set I as
jJAL ¼ TrALðe	hL Þ: ð5:1Þ
Such a set of potentials fhLgLCI satisﬁes normalization conditions
TrALðe	hLÞ ¼ 1;
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together with compatibility conditions
ðTrA #L\L#idALÞðe	h #LÞ ¼ e	hL
for ﬁnite subsets LCbL:
As the structure of Markov states is fully understood, the set of potentials related
to j by (5.1) satisﬁes some nice properties. Namely, we ﬁnd for a Markov state j;
sequences of self-adjoint operators fHjgj	pjpjþ ; f bHjgj	pjpjþ localized in ALj;j ; and
fHj;jþ1gj	pjojþ localized in ALj;jþ1 respectively. Such operators satisfy the following
commutation relations:
½Hj ; Hj;jþ1 ¼ 0; ½Hj;jþ1; bHjþ1 ¼ 0;
½Hj ; bHj ¼ 0; ½Hj;jþ1; Hjþ1;jþ2 ¼ 0 ð5:2Þ
and, for L ¼ ½k; l; they give rise to the potentials fhLg by
hLk;l ¼ Hk þ
Xl	1
j¼k
Hj;jþ1 þ bHl ; ð5:3Þ
for each kpl; see below.
We have
Theorem 5.1. Let jASðAÞ be locally faithful.
Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) j is a Markov state.
(ii) The set of potentials fhLk;lg associated to j by (5.1), can be recovered by (5.3),
from sequences fHjgj	pjpjþ ; f bHjgj	pjpjþ and fHj;jþ1gj	pjojþ of self-adjoint
operators localized in ALj;j and ALj;jþ1 ; respectively, and satisfying commutation
relations (5.2).
(iii) For each kol; the generalized conditional expectation [3]
Ek;l :ALk;lþ1/ALk;l
leaving fixed jJALk;l ; acts identically on ALk;l	1 :
Proof. Conditions ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ As j is a locally faithful Markov state w.r.t. the
sequence fEjg of transition expectation, for each j	pjojþ and every ojAOj we
recover, taking into account Formulae (3.4), (3.9)–(3.11), the following set of
potentials: fhjojg; Hjþ ; fhjoj ;ojþ1g; h
jþ	1
ojþ	1;jþ
; and ﬁnally fbhjojg; related to the following
positive faithful functionals.
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The potentials hj	oj	 are related to the initial distribution p
j	
oj	
Zj	oj	 on N
j	
oj	
; the hjoj
are related to the functionals
X
oj	1
pj	1oj	1p
j	1
oj	1;ojZ
j	1
oj	1;oj ðI#  Þ
on Njoj ; whereas Hjþ is related to the ﬁnal distribution
X
ojþ	1
pjþ	1ojþ	1Z
jþ	1
ojþ	1
ðI#  Þ
on Mjþ :
Further, the potentials hjoj ;ojþ1 are related to the functionals p
j
oj ;ojþ1Z
j
oj ;ojþ1 on
N
j
oj#N
jþ1
ojþ1 ; and h
jþ	1
ojþ	1;jþ
to the ﬁnal distribution Zjþ	1ojþ	1 on N
jþ	1
ojþ	1
#Mjþ :
Finally, the potentials bhjoj are related to the functionals
X
ojþ1
pjoj ;ojþ1Z
j
oj ;ojþ1ð#IÞ
on N
j
oj ; and
bhjþ	1ojþ	1 to the ﬁnal distribution Zjþ	1ojþ	1ð#IÞ on Njþ	1ojþ	1 :
Now we deﬁne
Hj :¼
X
oj
Pjoj ðhjoj#IÞPjoj ;
Hj;jþ1 :¼
X
oj ;ojþ1
ðPjoj#Pjþ1ojþ1ÞðI#hjoj ;ojþ1#IÞðPjoj#Pjþ1ojþ1Þ;
Hjþ	1;jþ :¼
X
ojþ	1
ðPjþ	1ojþ	1#IÞðI#h
jþ	1
ojþ	1;jþ
ÞðPjþ	1ojþ	1#IÞ;
bHj :¼X
oj
Pjoj ðI#bhjoj ÞPjoj ;
bHjþ	1 :¼ X
ojþ	1
Pjþ	1ojþ	1ðI#bhjþ	1ojþ	1ÞPjþ	1ojþ	1 :
Putting bHjþ ¼ 0; it is straightforward to verify that the Hj; the Hj;jþ1 and the bHj
satisfy commutation relations (5.2), and give rise to hLk;l through (5.3).
ðiiÞ ) ðiiiÞ If fhLk;lg satisﬁes all the properties listed above, the generalized
conditional expectation Ek;l can be obtained as
Ek;lðaÞ ¼ ðidALk;l#TrALlþ1;lþ1 Þðkk;lakk;lÞ;
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where in such a situation, kk;l is the (analytic continuation of the) transition cocycle
given by
kk;l ¼ e	
1
2ðHl;lþ1þbHlþ1Þe12bHl ;
see [3, Theorem 3.5], see also [5, p. 260]. Hence, Ek;l acts as the identity on ALk;l	1 :
ðiiiÞ ) ðiÞ As the ﬁxed point of Ek;l is a -algebra [3, p. 260], we can take the L2-
ergodic limit of Ek;l obtaining a conditional expectation Ek;l ; see [20, Theorem 9.1].
Such a conditional expectation Ek;l leaves jJALk;l invariant by construction and
contains ALk;l	1 in its range by assumption. Hence, it can be written as
Ek;l ¼ idAk;l	1#Elk;
where Elk a transition expectation
Elk : M
l#Mlþ1/Ml :
In such a way, for every jok; we ﬁnd by restrictions of Ek;l ; other conditional
expectations of ALk;lþ1 into ALk;l leaving jJALk;l invariant. A simple application of
Theorem 5.1 of [3], together with Takesaki existence Theorem [21] (also reported in
[3]), leads to
Ek	1;lðALk;lþ1ÞCEk;lðALk;lþ1Þ:
Namely, fEljgj	pjpl is, as j-j	; a decreasing sequence of conditional expec-
tations which converges by a standard martingale convergence Theorem (see e.g.
[23, Theorem 3]), to the conditional expectation
El : Ml#Mlþ1/Ml
given by
El :¼ lim
j-j	
Elj :
Putting
Ek;l :¼ idALk;l	1#El ;
the set fEk;lg satisﬁes all the properties listed in (2.1), and j is a Markov state
w.r.t. fEk;lg: &
Theorem 5.1 provides the equivalence between the deﬁnition of the Markov
property by quasi-conditional expectations ([5, Deﬁnition 2.1] or [6, Deﬁnition 2]) and
that given directly by conditional expectations (our Deﬁnition 2.1).
As an immediate consequence of the above results, we get
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Corollary 5.2. Let jASðAÞ be a locally faithful Markov state w.r.t. the sequence
fEjgj	pjojþ of transition expectations.
Then there exists another sequence fFjgj	ojpjþ of transition expectations
Fj : Mj	1#Mj/Mj
such that j is also a Markov state (relative to the reverse order of the index set I) w.r.t.
fFjgj	ojpjþ :
Proof. As j is a locally faithful Markov state w.r.t. the sequence fEjgj	pjojþ ; the
implication ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ of Theorem 5.1 tells us that the potentials fhLk;lg relative to j;
have form (5.3) for sequences fHjg; f bHjg and fHj;jþ1g of self-adjoint operators
satisfying all the properties listed above. Then (ii))(i) of Theorem 5.1 (by passing
through Property (iii)) gets that j satisﬁes the Markov property, relative to the
reverse order of the index set I ; w.r.t a suitable sequence fFjgj	ojpjþ of transition
expectations as above. &
The last result leads to a kind of reflection symmetry on the chain.5
We end this section with the generalization to our situation of Corollary 14 of [6].
Theorem 5.3. Let jASðAÞ be a locally faithful Markov state.
Then the pointwise norm-limit
lim
k-j	
l-jþ
e
	ithLk;l aeithLk;l
exists and defines a one-parameter automorphisms group t/at on the quasi-local
algebra A which admits j as a KMS state. Further, j has a normal faithful extension
on all of pjðAÞ00:
In particular, any locally faithful Markov state is faithful.
Proof. Thanks to the properties of hLk;l ; the cocycle e
ithLk	1;lþ1 e
	ithLk;l commutes with
each element aAA localized in ALkþ1;l	1 :
Then e	ithLk;l aeithLk;l becomes asymptotically constant (t ﬁxed) on the localized
elements aAA; that is it trivially converges, pointwise in norm, on the localized
elements of A: Next, by a standard 3-e trick, it converges on all of A and deﬁnes an
isometry at: It is straightforward to show that t/at is actually a group of
automorphisms of A; which is also pointwise-norm continuous in t; that is a strongly
continuous group of automorphisms of A: By construction, j is automatically a
5If I is regarded as a discrete ‘‘time’’, the above symmetry is precisely a time-reversal one.
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KMS state for at at inverse temperature b ¼ 	1: The last assertions follow by
Corollary 5.3.9 of [11], taking into account that A is a simple C-algebra
[10, Proposition 2.6.17]. &
6. Concluding remarks
In the present paper, we investigated the structure of Markov states on chains in
the most general situation. In particular, we proved a reconstruction theorem for
Markov states (Section 4). In Section 5, we established connections with the
generalized conditional expectation [3], and with the structure of the potential
canonically associated to the state under consideration, being the last one useful in
statistical mechanics. More precisely, to any locally faithful Markov state j; we can
recover a set of density matrices fTLgLCI with TL ¼ e	hL according to (5.1). The
potential hL has form (5.3), and satisﬁes the commutation relations (5.2). Following
the terminology of [5], a set fhLk;lg of positive self-adjoint operators is called an Ising
potential if
e
	1
2
hLk;lþ1 e
1
2
hLk;lAALl;lþ1 :
Then any Markov state on the chain leads to a normalized Ising potential.
Moreover, the potentials fhLk;lg associated to a Markov state arise from a nearest
neighbor interaction. It is well-known that not all nearest neighbor interactions
give rise to a Markov state. This is the case, for example of the Heisenberg model, see
e.g. [11, Example 6.2.2]. However, the mentioned structure of the potential
associated to a Markov state allows us to construct a lot of non-trivial quantum
examples.
A Markov state is said to be classical if the density matrices fTLgLCI (or
equivalently the potentials fhLgLCI ) generate a commutative algebra. In the classical
situation, the Markov state under consideration arises from the lifting by a Umegaki
conditional expectation, of a classical process, just that generated by the spectral
resolutions of all potentials fhLgLCI : Hence, by the commutation rules (5.2), the
quantum character of a Markov state is due to a boundary phenomenon. It is then
sufﬁcient to ﬁnd a model such that for some jAI\fj	; jþg; one has either
½Hj; Hj	1;ja0 or ½Hj;jþ1; bHja0: Such a situation can be easily constructed on
A ¼#jAI M4: Consider a splitting of M4 as M4 ¼M2#M2; together with a
strictly positive normalized matrix YAM2#M2 satisfying either
½I#ðTrM2#idM2ÞðYÞ;Ya0 ð6:1Þ
or
½Y; ðidM2#TrM2ÞðYÞ#I a0: ð6:2Þ
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To construct density matrices with this property, it is enough to consider strictly
positive normalized matrices S1; S2AM2 satisfying ½S1; S2a0: Deﬁning
Y :¼ 1
2
ðe11#S1 þ e22#S2Þ;
it is immediate to show that Y satisﬁes (6.1). A translation-invariant quantum
example of Markov state has the density matrix TLk;l on
ALk;l ¼M2#ðM2#M2Þ#ðM2#?#M2Þ#ðM2#M2Þ#M2
M4#M4#?#M4#M4
given by
TLk;l ¼ ðTrM2#idM2ÞðYÞ#Y#?#Y#ðidM2#TrM2ÞðYÞ:
It is clear that the (opposite of the) logarithm of TLk;l decomposes according to
(5.3), with single terms satisfying (5.2). The above example can be generalized to
Md2 ¼Md#Md along the following lines. Consider the most general Y of the form
Y :¼
Xd
i;j¼1
eij#Sij
with fSijgCMd : Deﬁne S :¼
Pd
i¼1 Sii; together with the matrix TAMd with matrix
elements given by ½T ij ¼ TrMd Sij : We obtain
½I#ðTrMd#idMd ÞðYÞ;Y ¼
Xd
i;j¼1
eij#½S; Sij ;
½Y; ðidMd#TrMd ÞðYÞ#I  ¼
Xd
i;j¼1
½eij ; T #Sij :
By a suitable choice of the matrices fSijg; it is certainly possible to construct
examples satisfying both (6.1) and (6.2).6 Further, following suggestions arising from
possible applications to various ﬁelds of applied mathematics, one could exhibit
more intricated examples on general ordered chains by using (the reconstruction)
Theorem 4.1 and/or the explicit form (5.3) and (5.2) of the potential.
The natural appearance of interesting Markov states which exhibit a more
complicated quantum nature, would be in the setting of quantum Markov fields, that
is quantum Markov processes on multi-dimensional lattices. In such a situation, it is
yet unknown if the Markov character of the state under consideration is sufﬁcient to
‘‘reconstruct’’ the associated potential. However, the structure of the potential is
6These examples fall into the class of valence bond states, see e.g. [8,15] and the references cited therein.
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explicit enough in order to understand general properties of quantum Markov states
on multi-dimensional lattices. This is precisely the subject of the forthcoming
paper [4].
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